PIVOTING MUD FLAP BRACKETS

- Helps prevent mud flap
and bracket damage
- Reduces maintenance
- Exclusively on ULTRAA-K

®

Helps prevent mud flap
and bracket damage
Hendrickson’s patented pivoting mud
flap brackets are spring-loaded to
allow mud flaps to rotate downward.
This reduces the potential for bent
mud flap mounting angles and the
chances of the mud flap being pulled
off or damaged.

To learn more about ULTRAA-K
system, call 866.743.3247 or visit
www.hendrickson-intl.com

Reduces maintenance
Traditional brackets can be damaged
or broken from the force of the mud
flap being pinched between the
tire and a tall curb or other object.
Hendrickson’s patented pivoting
mud flap brackets allow the entire
mud flap to pivot down. This helps
prevent damage, which reduces
maintenance and downtime.

Exclusively on ULTRAA-K®
Pivoting mud flap brackets
are standard on ULTRAA-K,
which also includes other low
maintenance features like ZMD®
ZERO MAINTENANCE DAMPING®
TECHNOLOGY and pre-installed,
protected height control valve to
maximize maintenance savings.

PIVOTING MUD FLAP BRACKETS - How They Work

Pivoting mud flap brackets are more effective
at preventing component damage than
traditional brackets. If the mud flap is pinched
between the tire and an obstacle behind the
trailer, the entire bracket can rotate in the
same direction as the flap is being pulled.

Tension is evenly distributed along the top of
the mud flap as the brackets rotate downward,
protecting the outermost edges of the mud flap
from being torn. Since the brackets are springloaded, once the mud flaps are no longer pinched
and pulled, the brackets return everything back
into place undamaged and ready for continued
operation.

Additional Features

Welded on Bracket Nuts
• Simple and efficient installation

Angle Compatibility
• Additional mounting holes allow
the bracket to be shifted inboard,
aligning the outer edge with
wide-base single tires

Warranty
Pivoting Mud Flap Bracket Assembly Warranty
MODEL

PARTS

LABOR

UTKNT 40K

3 years

1 year

Industry Standard

1 year

1 year

*Refer to Hendrickson Lit No. L583 for complete warranty terms, conditions and limitations.

Call Hendrickson at 330.489.0045 or 866.RIDEAIR (743.3247) for additional information.
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